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Lookup value prediction model
PRODUCTS: ALL CREATIO PRODUCTS

You can set up a machine learning model that will predict the value in a specific lookup field. The prediction will be
based on the data available in the record and existing records, where the predicted field has already been
populated.

Case. You can create a model that will predict the most likely category of a customer account.

I. Create a lookup value prediction model

II. Lookup value prediction model parameters
Once the initial fields are populated, click [ Next ] and go to the [ Parameters ] tab and specify additional model
parameters (Fig. 2):

Click  to open the System Designer.1.

Open the ML models section and click New model.2.

Populate the mini page for creating the ML model (Fig. 1):

Fig. 1 Mini-page for lookup value prediction model

3.

Name – enter the name of the prediction model, which will help you easily identify it in the list of the [ ML
models ] section and when selecting a model for the [ Data prediction ] process element.

1.

Type – specify the task to be resolved via the ML model. For example, “Lookup prediction”.2.

Object – the prediction model will be configured for the records of this object (section, detail, or lookup). For
example, to predict values for the [ Accounts ] section, select the “Account” object in this field.

3.
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Fig. 2 Additional parameters of the prediction model

What value should be predicted? – select the field to be predicted. The list contains all lookup fields of the
selected object. For example, to predict the account category, select the [ Category ] field from the list. The
result of the prediction will be displayed as one of the [ Category ] lookup values.

1.

Which columns does the predicted value depend on? – specify the columns that Creatio will correlate
with the value of the predicted field. For example, if you normally determine an account’s category based on
the number of company employees, revenue, and the industry that the account operates in — add the [ No of
employees ], [ Annual revenue ], and [ Industry ] columns here. Creatio will analyze how the [ No of employees
], [ Annual revenue ], and [ Industry ] columns were populated for existing records and how this correlates
with the corresponding values in the [ Category ] column.

2.

Advanced tools to add columns – if necessary, use queries to add additional training data to the prediction
model. This functionality is intended for the developers. More information about creating data queries for
machine learning models is available in the Development guide.

3.

Which records should be included in the training dataset? – specify the filter for selecting records for
“model training”. Creatio will use these records to determine the correlation between the predicted value and

4.
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III. Lookup value prediction model advanced settings
Click the Advanced settings tab if you want to specify additional prediction model parameters.

the columns that the prediction is based upon. For example, to train an account category prediction model,
we would need to analyze only the records where the [ Category ] field is populated.

Note. You can add columns from the connected objects to the training selection.

What column to use for saving prediction result? – Usually, the prediction result is saved in the column
whose value was predicted. If you prefer that Creatio does not modify the predicted column, select a different
column here.

5.

Populate automatic model training settings. Creatio will periodically “retrain” by analyzing the updated
training dataset.

6.

In the Retrain after, days field, specify the interval between model training sessions. After the set
number of days, the model will be retrained using records that match the filter. The first model training
session starts automatically when the [ Prediction enabled ] checkbox is selected.

a.

In the Quality metric lower limit field, specify the lowest quality metric of the prediction model. When the
model is trained for the first time, this threshold will determine the minimum acceptable quality that the
model needs to reach before it can be used in Creatio. If the quality of a model drops below the lower limit,
the model is deemed unusable. We recommend setting the quality metric lower limit to at least 0.50. The
accuracy score of the machine learning model ranges from 0.00 to 1.00 (1.00 being the highest, and 0.00
being the lowest). The accuracy of machine learning models is calculated by dividing the number of
successful predictions by the total number of predictions to evaluate the success rate of its learning
patterns. Please refer to the following article to learn more about how the prediction accuracy score is
calculated.

Note. The quality of the prediction model may decrease during subsequent training sessions if, for
example, certain columns are no longer being populated on the record page, but are still specified in
the [ Which columns does the predicted value depend on? ] field. To prevent this from happening,
make sure that the columns used in the prediction model are relevant before each training session to
prevent it from reaching the lowest quality threshold.

b.

Use the Advanced tools to add columns area to set up a query for the selection of additional columns that
the predicted value depends on. Note that creating queries requires coding. Learn more in the “Creating data
queries for the machine learning model” article.

1.

The values in the Advanced model parameters field group are populated automatically. You can edit them
and change their values, if necessary.

2.

Minimum training record count – the minimal number of records needed for training a model. The
training will not be performed if the number of historical records is insufficient.

a.

Maximum training record count – the maximal number of records needed for training a model. If the
data set by the configured filter has more records than specified in this field, Creatio will only use the
maximal number of records. The rest will not be truncated.

b.

Predicted value selection method – the algorithm for populating the fields with predicted values.c.
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“ML Engine Significance” – an algorithm that determines the forecast quality at the level of the ML
service. If one of the quality values is high and the other is low, Creatio will populate the field with the
high quality value. If several quality values are high or all of them are low, the field will not be populated.
However, the model will generate a list of recommended candidate values.

“Maximum probability” – an algorithm that determines if the probability of prediction matches the
quality metric lower limit. If the probability quality matches or exceeds the quality metric lower limit,
Creatio will populate the field automatically. If the prediction quality is below of the quality metric lower
limit, the field will not be populated. However, the model will generate a list of recommended candidate
values. When this algorithm is selected, the new Lower limit of probability for predicted value
selection field displays. Use it to specify the acceptable prediction probability, from 0 to 1.

Click Save.3.

Once the model is fully configured, click Train model to start the training process. See the training result in
the [ Training ] tab and the model status in the section list (Fig. 3).

Fig. 3 Displaying model status in the [ ML models ] section list

4.

If you plan to modify the model, clear the Prediction enabled checkbox. We recommend configuring the
model fully before enabling it. The prediction itself will start only when the model is trained up to sufficient
quality, specified in the [ Quality metric lower limit ] field.

As a result, a new ML model will be added to Creatio. When triggered by a business process, the model will
predict and populate the values for the needed records.

The account category prediction model will analyze the values in the [ No of employees ], [ Annual revenue ],
and [ Industry ] columns of accounts whose [ Category ] column is populated. The more data it analyzes, the
higher quality metric will become.

Once the quality is high enough, the model will predict the value in the [ Category ] field, based on the values in
the [ No of employees ], [ Annual revenue ], and [ Industry ] fields.

Note. Use the [ Training ] tab to view the history of model training, and get the necessary information
regarding each model training iteration (e.g., the number of records used for training, quality metric
evaluations, etc.).

5.
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Numeric field value prediction
PRODUCTS: ALL CREATIO PRODUCTS

You can set up a machine learning model that will predict the value in a numeric field. The prediction will be based
on the data available in the record and existing records, where the predicted field has already been populated. For
example, you can create a model that will predict the budget of a lead based on the type of customer need and
the customer’s company size, country, and industry.

Note. The [ Leads ] section is available in the following Creatio products: Marketing Creatio, Sales Creatio,
team edition, Sales Creatio, commerce edition, and Sales Creatio, enterprise edition.

To create a numeric value prediction model:

Open the ML models section from the system designer and click [ New model ].1.

Populate the mini-page for creating the ML model (Fig. 1):

Fig. 1 Mini-page for a numeric value prediction model

2.

Name – enter the name of the prediction model, which will help you easily identify it in the list of the [ ML
models ] section and when selecting a model for the [ Data prediction ] process element.

1.

Type – specify the task to be resolved via the ML model. For example, “Numeric prediction.”2.

Object – the prediction model will be configured for the records of this object (section, detail, or lookup). For
example, to use the model in the [ Leads ] section, select the “Lead” object here.

3.

Once the initial fields are populated, click [ Next ] and go to the [ Parameters ] tab and specify additional model
parameters (Fig. 2):

Fig. 2 Additional parameters of the prediction model

4.
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What value should be predicted? – select the field to be predicted. The list contains all numeric fields of
the selected object. For example, to predict the lead budget, select the [ Budget ] field from the list.

1.

Which columns does the predicted value depend on? – specify the columns that Creatio will correlate
with the value of the predicted field. For example, if a lead budget must depend on the customer’s need, the
number of employees, country, and industry — add the [ Customer need ], [ No. of employees ], [ Country ],
and [ Industry ] columns here. Creatio will analyze how the [ Customer need ], [ No. of employees ], [ Country
], and [ Industry ] columns were populated for existing leads and how this correlates with the corresponding
values in the [ Budget ] field.

2.

Advanced tools to add columns – if necessary, use queries to add additional training data to the prediction
model. This functionality is intended for the developers. More information about creating data queries for
machine learning models is available in the Development guide.

Note. If the [ Query for selecting additional training data ] and [ Query for selecting additional prediction
data ] values are identical, you can populate only the [ Query for selecting additional training data ] field.

3.
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Which records should be included in the training dataset? – specify the filter for selecting records
for “model training”. Creatio will use these records to determine the correlation between the predicted
value and the columns that the prediction is based upon. For example, to train a lead budget prediction
model, we would need to analyze only the records where the [ Budget ] numeric field is populated.

Note. You can add columns from the connected objects to the training selection.

What column to use for saving prediction result? – Usually, the prediction result is saved in the
column whose value was predicted. If you want the prediction result to be saved in another column,
specify it in this field. For example, you can add a [ Predictive budget ] column to the lead page via the
section wizard and save the obtained result therein.

Populate automatic model training settings. Creatio will periodically “retrain” by analyzing the updated training
dataset.

4.

In the Retrain after, days field, specify the interval between model training sessions. After the set
number of days, the model will be retrained using records that match the filter. The first model training
session starts automatically when the [ Prediction enabled ] checkbox is selected.

a.

In the Quality metric lower limit field, specify the lowest quality metric of the prediction model. When the
model is trained for the first time, this threshold will determine the lowest possible quality the model needs
to reach before it can be used in Creatio. If the model is being used and the number reaches this threshold,
it will be deemed unusable. We recommend setting up the quality metric lower limit to a value no lower than
0.50. The accuracy score of the machine learning model ranges from 0.00 to 1.00 (1.00 being the highest,
and 0.00 being the lowest). The accuracy of machine learning models is calculated by dividing the number
of successful predictions by the total number of predictions to evaluate the success rate of its learning
patterns. Please refer to this article to learn more about how the prediction accuracy score is calculated.

Note. The quality of the prediction model may decrease during subsequent training sessions if, for
example, certain columns are no longer being populated on the record page, but are still specified in
the [ Which columns does the predicted value depend on? ] field. To prevent this from happening,
make sure that the columns used in the prediction model are relevant before each training session to
prevent it from reaching the lowest quality threshold.

b.

Click [ Save ] to save the model.5.

If you want Creatio to predict the numeric value for all existing records, enable the [ Setting up background
update of prediction results ] setting and configure the filter (Fig. 3). As a result, the values will be predicted
for all existing records that met the filter criteria on the background, in batches. For example, the [ Budget ]
field will be predicted for all leads that meet the filter criteria. The [ Setting up background update of prediction
results ] setting enables predictions for batches of records that meet the specified filter criteria. Numeric
prediction models can be triggered either by a business process or by this setting.

Fig. 3 The [ Setting up background update of prediction results ] setting a filter

6.
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Predictive scoring
PRODUCTS: ALL CREATIO PRODUCTS

You can set up a machine learning model that will predict the score (quality) of a specific record. The predictive
score is calculated according to the scale from 1 to 100 points. You can display the obtained value on the record
page as a numeric field or a chart. Read more about adding charts to pages in the Dashboards on a record
page article. For example, you can create a model that will rate the quality of your leads based on their budget
and successful hand-off to sales. In this case, we will determine the score based on the [ Lead stage ], [ Budget ],
and [ Annual revenue ] columns.

Note. The lead score prediction model is set up by default in Creatio. This model is implemented via
developer queries and tools. This article demonstrates how this prediction model can be configured without
coding.

Note. The [ Leads ] section is available in the following Creatio products: Marketing Creatio, Sales Creatio,

Note. Batch predicting is performed during the Creatio maintenance windows. You can set up the
period when Creatio is least loaded (to run resource-heavy processes) in the [ Maintenance periods ]
lookup.

Select the Prediction enabled checkbox to activate the prediction model. We recommend configuring the
model fully before enabling it. When the model is configured for the first time, selecting this checkbox will
trigger the model training process. The prediction itself will start only when the model is trained up to sufficient
quality, specified in the [ Quality metric lower limit ] field.

As a result, a new ML model will be added to Creatio. When triggered by a business process, the model will
predict and populate the values for the needed records.

The lead budget prediction model will analyze the values in the [ Customer need ], [ No. of employees ],
[ Country ], and [ Industry ] fields of leads whose [ Budget ] field is populated. The more data it analyzes, the
higher the quality metric will become.

Once the quality is high enough, the model will predict the scores for the lead budget based on the values in
the [ Customer need ], [ No. of employees ], [ Country ], and [ Industry ] columns.

7.
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team edition, Sales Creatio, commerce edition and Sales Creatio, enterprise edition.

To create a predictive scoring model:

Open the ML models section from the system designer and click [ New model ].1.

Populate the mini page for creating the ML model (Fig. 1):

Fig. 1 Mini-page for creating a predictive scoring model

2.

Name – enter the name of the prediction model, which will help you easily identify it in the list of the [ ML
models ] section and when selecting a model for the [ Data prediction ] process element.

1.

Type – specify the task to be resolved via the ML model. For example, “Predictive scoring.”2.

Object – the prediction model will be configured for the records of this object (section, detail, or lookup). For
example, to use the model in the [ Leads ] section, select the ‘Lead’ object here.

3.

Once the initial fields are populated, click [ Next ] and go to the [ Parameters ] tab and specify additional model
parameters (Fig. 2):

Fig. 2 Additional parameters of the predictive scoring model

4.
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What records to be considered as successful? – configure a filter based on which Creatio will determine
the most “successful” records, i.e. records that can be given the highest rating from the get-go. In our case,
a lead is considered successful if its budget is higher than $50,000, and if it was successfully handed off to
sales (Fig. 2).

1.

Which columns does the predicted value depend on? — specify the columns that Creatio will analyze to
predict the lead quality. For example, if the quality of a lead is based on the budget, annual revenue, and its
stage in the pipeline — add the [ Budget ], [ Annual revenue ], and [ Lead stage ] columns here. Creatio will
analyze how these columns were populated for existing leads, compare it to the most successful records, and
predict the score.

2.

Advanced tools to add columns – if necessary, use queries to add additional training data to the prediction
model. This functionality is intended for the developers. More information about creating data queries for
machine learning models is available in the Development guide.

3.
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Note. If the [ Query for selecting additional training data ] and [ Query for selecting additional prediction
data ] values are identical, you can populate only the [ Query for selecting additional training data ] field.

Which records should be included in the training dataset? – specify the filter for selecting records
for “model training”. Creatio will use these records to determine the correlation between the predicted
quality of a lead and the columns that the prediction is based upon. For example, to train a lead score
prediction model, we would need to analyze only the lead records with the [ Budget ] field filled in.

Note. You can add columns from the connected objects to the training selection.

What column to use for saving prediction result? – Usually, the prediction result is saved in the
column whose value was predicted. If you want the prediction result to be saved in another column,
specify it in this field. For example, you can add a [ Predictive budget ] column to the lead page and save
the obtained result therein.

Note. You can add a special column that will store the prediction result in the Section Wizard.

Populate automatic model training settings. Creatio will periodically “retrain” by analyzing the updated training
dataset.

4.

In the Retrain after, days field, specify the interval between model training sessions. After the set
number of days, the model will be retrained using records that match the filter. The first model training
session starts automatically when the [ Prediction enabled ] checkbox is selected.

a.

In the Quality metric lower limit field, specify the lowest quality metric of the prediction model. When the
model is trained for the first time, this threshold will determine the lowest possible quality the model needs
to reach before it can be used in Creatio. If the model is being used and the number reaches this threshold,
it will be deemed unusable. We recommend setting up the quality metric lower limit to a value no lower than
0.50. The accuracy score of the machine learning model ranges from 0.00 to 1.00 (1.00 being the highest,
and 0.00 being the lowest). The accuracy of machine learning models is calculated by dividing the number
of successful predictions by the total number of predictions to evaluate the success rate of its learning
patterns. Please refer to this article to learn more about how the prediction accuracy score is calculated.

Note. The quality of the prediction model may decrease during subsequent training sessions if, for
example, certain columns are no longer being populated on the record page, but are still specified in
the [ Which columns does the predicted value depend on? ] field. To prevent this from happening,
make sure that the columns used in the prediction model are relevant before each training session to
prevent it from reaching the lowest quality threshold.

b.

Click [ Save ] to save the model.5.

If you want Creatio to predict the score for all existing records, enable the [ Setting up background update of
prediction results ] setting and configure the filter (Fig. 3). As a result, the score will be predicted for all
existing records that met the filter criteria on the background, in batches. For example, the score will be
predicted for all leads that have not yet been handed off to sales. The [ Setting up background update of
prediction results ] setting enables predictions for batches of records that meet the specified filter criteria.

6.
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Recommendation prediction
PRODUCTS: ALL CREATIO PRODUCTS

Recommendation ML models create lists of objects (recommendations) that are likely to be linked to the “subject”
records (the recipients of recommendation). For example, you can recommend products to your customers
based on known purchases of other similar clients or purchases of similar products.

This method of training product recommendation models is called collaborative filtering. The collaborative filtering
model uses the subject’s known preferences, as well as data about the preferences of other subjects that are
similar to the target subject.

To predict the preferences, Creatio uses an item-based algorithm. Creatio summarizes and ranges the data about
the interaction with the recommendation objects and creates recommendation lists.

To implement a recommendation model:

Predictive score models can be triggered either by a business process or in this setting.

Fig. 3 The [ Setting up background update of prediction results ] setting a filter

Note. Batch predicting is performed during the Creatio maintenance windows. You can set up the
period when Creatio is least loaded (to run resource-heavy processes) in the [ Maintenance periods ]
lookup.

The Prediction enabled checkbox is selected automatically. Clear the checkbox if you want to stop the
prediction.

7.

Click [ Train model ] to start the model training. The prediction itself will start only when the model is trained up
to sufficient quality, specified in the [ Quality metric lower limit ] field.

As a result, a new ML model will be added to Creatio. When triggered by a business process, the model will
predict the score for the needed records.

The lead score prediction model will analyze the values in the [ Budget ], [ Annual revenue ], and [ Lead stage ]
columns of leads whose [ Budget ] field is populated and compare it to all leads that have been handed off to
sales. The more data it analyzes, the higher the quality of the metric.

Once the quality is high enough, the model will predict the scores for leads based on the values in the [ Budget
], [ Annual revenue ], and [ Lead stage ] columns.

8.
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Add a new recommendation prediction model

Example. Set up a machine learning model that would recommend products that a customer would most
probably purchase.
To do this, set up and train a product recommendation model.

To create a product recommendation model, open the ML models section in the System Designer, click [ New
model ] and populate the ML model mini page (Fig. 1):

Fig. 1 Mini page of the product recommendation model

Set up and train a new recommendation model.1.

Set up a business process with the [ Data prediction ] element to implement the recommendation logic.2.

Name – enter the name of the prediction model that will help you easily identify it in the list of the [ ML models
] section and when selecting the model for the [ Data prediction ] process element.

1.

Type – Select “Recommendation”. As a result, the [ Object ] field changes to [ Recommendation dependency
].

2.

Recommendation dependency – select the object that maintains a connection between the
recommendation subject (in our case, the customer) and the recommendation object (in our case, the
product). For example, the connection of the customer to the product is implemented through the “Product in
order” object. When you select the connecting object, additional fields appear in the mini page.

3.

Recommended to (Subject) – specify the subject of the recommendation. The recommendation subject is a
Creatio record, for which the list of recommended objects is generated. In our example, the products will be

4.
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Set up model parameters
Once you populate the initial fields, click the [ Parameters ] tab and specify additional model parameters (Fig. 1):

recommended to the contacts specified in the order. Click “+” and select the [ Order ] object, then the
connected [ Contact ] object (Fig. 2):

Fig. 2 Selecting the column of the recommendation subject

Recommended object – select the recommendation object. In our example, it is the [ Product ] column of
the “Product in order” object (Fig. 3):

Fig. 3 Selecting the column of the recommendation object

5.

Recommendation dependency column – select a numeric column in the section, detail, or lookup specified
in the [ Recommendation dependency ] field. This column will be used to grade the “quality” of dependency
between the recommendation subject and the recommended object. For example, the number of products
ordered by contact is a quality of dependency between the corresponding contact and different products.
Thus, if you select the [ Quantity ] column, the more products a contact buys, the “stronger” the contact’s
dependency with the recommended object is, making this a more significant connection that warrants future
recommendations.
The field is not required. If you do not populate the field, the connection between the subject and the object
will be presented in a binary way: “0” – connection does not exist; “1” – connection exists.

6.

Click [ Next ] to save the mini page and open the product recommendation model setup page.7.
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Fig. 1 Product recommendation model parameters

Which records should be included in the training dataset? – set up a filter that Creatio will use for
selecting records to train the model. For example, narrow down the training data range to products from the
completed orders only. You can leave the filter conditions unpopulated. This will result in Creatio using all
available records for training the model.

Note. At this stage, you already can save and train the model by clicking the [ Train model ] button. You
will see the training results in the [ Expected accuracy ] field. To save the prediction results, populate the
[ Setting up saving prediction results ] detail.

1.

Automatic model training settings – switch the slider to the right and set the automatic model training
parameters based on the updated historical data.

2.

In the Retrain after, days field, specify the interval between model training sessions. After the specified
number of days, the model will be retrained based on historical data using the records that match the filter.
The first training of the model starts when you click the [ Train model ] button. If you do not want to retrain
the model, leave the field blank or enter “0.”

a.

In the Quality metric lower limit field, specify the lowest quality metric of the prediction model. When the
model is trained for the first time, this threshold will determine the minimum acceptable quality that the
model needs to reach before it can be used in Creatio. If the quality of a model drops below the lower limit,

b.
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Advanced settings
Click the Advanced settings tab if you want to specify additional prediction model parameters.

the model is deemed unusable. We recommend setting the quality metric lower limit to at least 0.50. The
quality metric ranges from 0.00 to 1.00. The accuracy of machine learning models is calculated by dividing
the number of successful predictions by the total number of predictions to evaluate the success rate of its
learning patterns. You can use this article to learn more about how the prediction accuracy score is
calculated.

Setting up saving prediction results – specify where the prediction result will be stored in Creatio. You can
save the prediction in any Creatio object that contains the required fields. For example, you can add a
[ Product recommendations ] detail to a contact page. Learn more about creating and adding new details to
record pages in the “Create new detail” article.

3.

In the Object field specify the object that will store the recommendations. It is usually a detail. Note that
you can only specify an existing object in Creatio. In our example, you can specify the [ Product
recommendations ] detail that we configured and added earlier. When you select an object, the
[ Recommended to (Subject) ] and [ Recommended object ] fields become required.

Note. Learn more about creating and adding new details to record pages in the “Create new detail”
article.

a.

The Recommended to (Subject) field is populated automatically. You can modify the value, if necessary.
For our example, specify [ Contact ] in this field. The field is required

b.

The Recommended object field is populated automatically. You can modify the value, if necessary. For
our example, specify [ Product ] in this field. The field is required

c.

The Probability field is populated automatically. Creatio selects a “Decimal” type column of the prediction
detail configured earlier. You can change the value, if necessary, by selecting another decimal column from
the drop-down list. The field is used to range the records. In our example, the higher the column value is,
the more probable it will be to reach the opportunity success.

d.

The ML model field is populated automatically. Creatio selects a “Lookup” type column of the prediction
detail configured earlier. You can change the value, if necessary, by selecting another column of the
appropriate type from the drop-down list. We recommend populating this field if you use several different
prediction models.

e.

In the Prediction date field, specify the date when the prediction took place by selecting a “Date” type
column of the prediction detail configured earlier.

f.

Use the Advanced tools to add columns detail to set up a query for the selection of additional columns
that the predicted value depends on. Note that creating queries requires coding. Learn more in the “Creating
data queries for the machine learning model” article.

1.

The fields in the Advanced model parameters detail (Fig. 1) are populated automatically. You can edit them
and change their numeric values, if necessary.

Fig. 1 Advanced model parameters

2.
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As a result, the custom [ Recommended products ] detail of the selected contacts’ pages will display the
recommended products (Fig. 2):

Fig. 2 Product recommendation on a contact’s page

Training dataset minimum size – the minimum number of records needed for training a model.1.

Maximal training records count – the maximum number of records needed for training a model.2.

List of factors count – a pre-configured list of metric numbers for each recommendation object and subject
used by Creatio to analyze and prepare recommendations.

3.

List of regularization values – a pre-configured list of numbers of additional restrictions added by Creatio
to minimize errors and avoid model re-trainings.

Note. Creatio will train the models based on each of the values from the [ List of factors count ] and
[ List of regularization values ] fields to define the combinations of numbers for factors and parameters
that would provide the most accurate prediction. The values that provide the highest prediction
accuracy will be used to train the model.

Click [ Save ]. To start training a product recommendation model, click [ Train model ].

You can track the prediction accuracy in the [ Expected accuracy ] field. The value in this field shows the
“quality” of the model training by the NDCG metric and enables comparing different models. Learn more about
the NDCG metric in Wikipedia.

As a result, a new model will be added and you will be able to use it for running processes that predict
recommendations for the selected Creatio objects.

Learn more about business processes for predictive analysis in the “Configure a prediction business process”
article.

In our example, the product recommendation model will analyze data on the interaction of the
recommendation subject as well as other similar subjects with the [ Product in order ] object and generate a
list of corresponding recommendations in the corresponding object, e.g., the object of the custom
[ Recommended products ] detail. The selection of records for training will be restricted by the completed
orders. The list of recommendations will be ranged based on the number of purchased products.

4.
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Train prediction models
PRODUCTS: ALL CREATIO PRODUCTS

The models are trained in the cloud service. Due to historical data analysis Creatio determines certain patterns
that may further be used for predictions. The data used for model training is not saved in the cloud service.
Instead, the cloud service is used to store the prediction patterns. Increasing the volume of historical data
increases the accuracy of predictions. Therefore, all models must be retrained regularly.

Note. Predictive analytics in Creatio enables you to train models on collections containing up to 75,000
historical records. If a collection contains more than 75,000 records, the service will randomly select
75,000 records from the collection to train a machine learning model. To achieve the quality metric lower
limit of 50%, it is recommended to use at least 20,000 historical records for training models that perform
text data analysis and at least 1,000 historical records for training models that perform numeric data
analysis.

The training progress bar on the machine learning model page enables you to track the current training stage of
a model (Fig. 1).

Fig. 1 Training progress bar
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Once the model is successfully trained, a machine learning model instance is created and activated automatically.
Retraining models and saving new instances occurs automatically in the background mode. Retraining frequency
is configured in the [ ML models ] section.

The list of factors that affect the evaluation metric or the quality of a trained ML model (aka “predictors”) are
displayed on the [ Training ] tab of the model, at the top of the page (Fig. 2). The numbers show how strongly
each factor will affect the prediction result. The factors will be displayed once the model training is complete.

Fig. 2 Factors that influence the predictive score

When setting up prediction models, the analysts can use this data to fine-tune the model parameters.

Implement prediction models
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Implement prediction models
PRODUCTS: ALL CREATIO PRODUCTS

Once your prediction model is created, set up the actual predicting as a business process using the [ Predict data
] process element. This gives you complete control as to what records are predicted and when.

Implement lookup value prediction
You can set up a prediction of the account category whenever a new account with an empty [ Category ] field is
saved (Fig. 1).

In this example, we will be using the account category prediction model created earlier.

Fig. 1 An example of ML model implementation process

To implement this:

Create a new business process fro the process library and add the [ Signal ] start event on its diagram. The
start event should be triggered whenever a new record in the [ Accounts ] section is added. Signal element
parameters (Fig. 2):

Fig. 2 Signal element parameters

1.
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Which type of signal is received? - “Object signal.”1.

Object - “Account.”2.

Which event should trigger the signal? - “Record added.”3.

The added record must meet filter conditions – “Category is not filled in.”4.

Run following elements in the background – “true.” This way, all preceding system operations of the
process will be performed in the background without displaying the loading mask.

5.

Add the [ Predict data ] element on the diagram. Set up the element parameters (Fig. 3):

Fig. 3 [ Predict data ] element setup area

6.
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Implement recommendation prediction
You can set up running product recommendation predictions for a certain type of product to hold an advertising
campaign (Fig. 1). For example, you can manually run a business process to recommend five products of a
“Motherboards” type to all contacts of a “Customer” type.

In this example, we will be using the product recommendation model created earlier.

Fig. 1 Example of a business process with recommendation prediction

In the Machine learning model field, choose the prediction model to use. For example, to predict the
category of the account, select the “Account category” model created earlier. The model setup is described in
the “Lookup value prediction” article.

Note. Prediction models have to be trained before they can be used in the business process. If the
model is not trained, it will not be available for selection in the [ Predict data ] element.

1.

What type of prediction to use? - “Predicting for one record”.2.

In the What record to perform prediction on? field, click the  button and select [ Process parameter ].
In the window that appears, go to the [ Process elements ] tab and select the signal created in the previous
step, and then select [ Unique identifier of record ].

3.

Save the process.

As a result, whenever the [ Predict data ] element is triggered during a business process, it will use the
specified ML model to predict the data of the specified record. In our case, the [ Category ] field value will be
predicted and populated each time a new record is saved in the [ Accounts ] section. The prediction will be
based on the values specified by users when populating the [ Category ] field of historical records.

4.
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To implement this:

Create a new business process from the process library. Use the [ Simple ] start event to start the business
process manually. The event is added to the diagram by default.

1.

Add the [ Predict data ] element on the diagram. Set up the element parameters (Fig. 2):

Fig. 2 Setting up parameters of the [ Predict data ] element

2.

 

Machine learning model – specify the name of the recommendation model.1.

Recommended to (Subject) – specify the filter. Select all or specific contacts that will receive
recommendations. The filter must be specified to validate the element. For our example, select the contacts of
the “Customer” type.

2.

Recommended object – specify the filter if you need to restrict the recommendation selection to solve a3.
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specific business task. For example, you can only recommend products of a certain type to your customers.
In our example, these are motherboards.

Number of recommended items – specify how many records the recommendation list should contain. For
example, you can restrict the number of recommendations to five.

4.

Receive recommendations for an item previously interacted – select the checkbox to include only the
products that involved interaction into the recommendations.

5.

Add the terminate event and save the process.

As a result, whenever the [ Predict data ] element is triggered during a business process, it will use the
specified ML model to generate a list of recommendations. In our example, the selection of training records will
be restricted by the “Motherboards” product type. The list of recommendations consisting of five records will
be generated for all contacts of the “Customer” type.

6.
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